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ABS']CRACT 
This thesis develops a process for integrating computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
models into a virtual engineering environment. The goal of this research is to enable anon= 
CFD expert to readily incorporate changes to a reduced CFD model and to view the results of 
those changes in an intuitive and natural manner. There are flue steps in this process. These 
steps are (1 } construct the complete CFD model, (2) validate the complete model, (3) reduce 
the model by focusing on the questions that the model needs to answer, (4) integrate the 
model into an interactive virtual environment, and (5) validate the reduced model with the 
complete model. This thesis elaborates on the third and fourth steps, specifically model 
reduction, by examining the questions being answered and addressing the integration of the 
CFD model into an interactive virtual engineering environment. 
In this thesis, these methods are implemented on a complex geometry and CFD model 
used for practical engineering decision making. The CFD model is of an underhood- engine 
compartment of a vehicle. The complete CFD model consists of approximately eight million 
cells and requires approximately three days of computational time to determine the results of 
a design change. This model has the ability to model velocity, pressure, temperature, etc., 
anywhere on the entire vehicle. This model is created and analyzed using a commercial CFD 
package, Star-GOTH. The complete CFD model of the vehicle is reduced to encompass only 
the underhood engine compartment. Boundary conditions are applied to the outside surface 
of the reduced model to replicate the flow conditions of the full model. fihis reduced model is 
able to develop a converged solution in approximately five percent of the original model's 
time, thereby making the model more feasible for interactive design. This reduced model is 
then integrated with a virtual engineering software package which allows the user to add a 
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flow-deflecting baffle into the model, run the model, and view the results in a virtual reality 
environment. This virtual engineering environment allows for human interaction with the 
CFD models and the associated geometric representations. The integration of the model with 
interactive design tools creates a more holistic approach to engineering and brings CFD 
results of a design change into a more collaborative tool in the design process. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Virtual engineering is a relatively new concept in engineering decision making. The 
goal of virtual engineering is to create acomputer-generated engineering decision making 
environment that enables engineers and analysts to design, modify and analyze their products 
in near real-time while viewing the updated design changes in the virtual model. Virtual 
engineering aids in collaboration by allowing all participants in the engineering decision 
making process to use common engineering tools and see firsthand the results of a design 
change. This collaboration creates better designs earlier in the design process and 
subsequently reduces the lead-time of the product. In addition, virtual engineering reduces 
the necessity of physical prototyping to determine product characteristics. This is especially 
advantageous when prototypes are expensive, time-consuming, or impossible to build or 
implement. 
The present use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models in the engineering 
design process is typically cumbersome and challenging. The engineer creates CAD 
representations of preliminary designs and presents them to the CFD analyst to evaluate how 
the design would perform. The CFD analyst uses a commercial CFD software package such 
as FluentTM or Star-CDTM to create a full model of the product with the design changes. Once 
the CFD analysis is complete, the analyst provides the engineer with summary information of 
the results such as two-dimensional plots of the performance of the design change to 
examine. This exchange of information between the engineer and analyst is time consuming 
and creates several problems. The first is a disconnection between the CFD analyst and the 
design engineer. The second problem is that the CFD process is slow relative to the design 
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process and hence is not included in many aspects of the design process. Third, CFD 
software packages are not fully functional engineering tools. 
To create virtual engineering in the realm of interactive design and decision making 
requires two primary components. These components are (1) models with sufficient detail to 
answer the engineering questions, and (2) a framework which integrates these models into a 
virtual engineering environment for interactive decision-making. The first requirement is an 
adequate model. Often a relatively simple analytical model is sufficient. However, more 
complicated, higher-fidelity models may be required to accurately answer design questions. 
In many cases, such as the design of thermal fluid systems, ahigh-fidelity CFD model is 
required to understand the details of fluid flow, heat transfer, or other phenomena of interest. 
Often, these models require significant computational resources, thus requiring a large turn-
around time for analysis. The second necessary component is a framework that would present 
the data in a coherent and understandable manner, which allows the users to interact With the 
model with minimal ambiguity. The user and decision makers would be able to make design 
changes to the model and have the ability to view the data in a relatively short time frame. 
This thesis addresses these two roadblocks for utilizing ahigh-fidelity CFD model in 
engineering decision making by: (1) reducing the model to obtain results in a more 
reasonable time and (2) integrating this model Wlth interactive design tools in a virtual 
engineering environment. In essence, the user makes a change to the model, updates the CFD 
model to reflect the change, run the CFD case, and then views the CFD results of the change 
in the virtual engineering environment or on their workstation. Earlier research (Muth et al., 
2006; Suram et al., 2006; McCorkle et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2004) with interactive design 
projects used lower fidelity models, and the user had the ability to view results of the changes 
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relatively quickly without the necessity to modify the computational models for feasible run-
times. This thesis extends the use of models in interactive design for virtual engineering by 
taking areal-world, complicated computational fluid dynamics problem that is very detailed 
and computationally intensive, and reducing this model to reduce the convergence time to 
solution, yet retain the detail and accuracy required to make educated decisions. The second 
component is an integration framework. This framework illustrates the interactions among 
the user, the CFD model and the virtual environment. This framework is achieved through 
the use of modular plug-ins built on top of a virtual engineering software package, VE-Suite 
that is being developed at Iowa State University. VE-Suite brings together the data from 
commercial CFD packages and allows the user to view the results in an interpretative 
manner. 
These concepts are demonstrated on a model of a vehicle which requires high 
velocity airflow around various engine components. This airflow is redirected with a series 
of baffles placed around the engine to redirect the high velocity air from the radiator cooling 
fan. The engineer's goal is to improve the airflow characteristics at critical regions of the 
underhood engine compartment and to prevent the accumulation of the dust particles. 
The overall organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter Two provides an 
overview of engineering decision making and the previous research of decision making 
procedures with models. Chapter three gives a brief description of virtual engineering and 
VE-Suite. Chapter Four discusses the development of the methods for creating afaster-
running model. Chapter Five discusses the case study of the underhood engine model, as well 
as the framework for creating changes to the model and viewing the changes in the virtual 
environment. Chapter Six provides the results of the research. Chapter Seven summarizes the 
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conclusions of the current research and outlines future research. The Appendix includes 
detailed procedures for reducing and solving the CFD model. 
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CHAPTER Z: ENGINEERING DECISION MAKING 
The concepts of decision making are present in engineering, economics, project 
management, and problem solving. Aziz and Chassapis (2005) note that success in the 
marketplace today requires the creation of complex, feature-rich products that are delivered 
to the marketplace in short development cycles, with long service life and minimum 
maintenance requirements. The goal in most industries is to have a streamlined engineering 
design and decision making process, in which the products are placed in production sooner, 
with higher quality to avoid re-designing a defective product, and with a reduced cost to the 
company (Ng et al., 2004). Today, decision making is not limited just to management and 
manufacturing. Design, engineering and development also must be aligned with the 
corporate-wide strategies, business unit directions and plant operations to create globally 
competitive products and services. 
Z.1. Background 
While engineering and science are closely related, they have significantly different 
goals. Science is the process of exploration and discovery, while engineering is primarily 
concerned with decision making. Engineering uses scientific knowledge as one of the tools in 
the decision making process. Other engineering tools include computers, models, and 
communication skills. 
Before the advent of computers, the engineer typically was in control of the design 
from start to finish. When computers came into existence, programmers were needed to run 
these machines, and engineers were still focused on the engineering side of the process. In 
1965, if an engineer had a problem which required a computer, the typical engineer would 
need to work with a computer programmer to create a program which would answer the 
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problem. In the mid 1980's, as computers became more popular, commercial software 
packages were developed for various applications such as CAIN and CFI . These software 
packages still, however, require an analyst to build the models according to the engineer's 
specifications and to perform the analysis. These results are reported to the engineer. The 
future in the engineering design process aims to reduce the need of the analyst and a 
computer programmer from the process and gives the engineer the tools to answer the 
engineering design problems. 
1965 
1985 
~~ 
II li II 
~Il~~~e ~o~ T~en~l~ cn~~nee~~n~ p~®b~en~ s®~v~n~ g~®~p~o 
e=~n~~nee~9 p=p~®~~an~n~e~9 ~.=~n~.~y~t 
A synthetic three-dimensional environment can facilitate human capacities for 
evaluation and decision-making by resembling real-world experiences (Comparto, 2003). 
Interactive three-dimensional realization activates powerful skills, allowing the user to 
experience information and achieve a higher level of interpretation and evaluation. When 
information is effectively presented, human perception is very efficient at recognizing 
complex patterns, synthesizing opportunities, and evaluating alternative _processes. The 
objective of such software is to create a meaningful world for complicated data. In such an 
environment, people from various disciplines with diverse but complimentary experiences 
may work together. The process of working together, or collaboration, provides opportunities 
to discover the optimal way to explore the unexpected and solve problems. Virtual 
engineering builds upon the ideas of concurrent engineering by enabling decision makers and 
analysts to interact with their products in a virtual environment and promote collaboration. 
Coles et al. (2005) list the three factors needed in decision making: knowledge, skills 
and values. The authors draw the parallel that a "lucky, uneducated guess" could yield an 
acceptable answer to a problem, but it is much more desirable to have the decisions be based 
upon a careful and well thought-out foundation. Engineers and decision makers must employ 
a wide variety of knowledge sources, and they are required to make decisions which require 
information from other disciplines. These groups must also possess skills which include: 
investigation, invention, implementation and evaluation. Engineers and decision makers 
should also practice these skills on the basis of their values. These judgments are based upon 
preferences, priorities, opinions, convictions, and emotions. In engineering, ~ knowledge is 
provided by tools which are capable of solving problems. Skills are a mix of knowledge used 
in a constructive manner, and the ability to communicate that knowledge to others. Virtual 
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engineering has the capability of providing the tools necessary to gather knowledge and 
common interface for decision makers to use. 
Decision-making methods and principles have changed significantly in the last 50 
years. Today, the increasing complexity of the socio-economic environment makes it more 
difficult for a single decision maker to consider all relevant aspects of a problem (Kim et al., 
1999). Moving from a single decision maker's setting to a multiple decision makers' setting 
introduces a great deal of complexity to the analysis. Group decision making problem is 
usually understood as the reduction of different individual preferences among objects in a 
given set to a single collective preference, or group preference. The key in this process is 
establishing a consensus among the individuals or groups to make decisions which will most 
greatly benefit the company. This allows the definition of the term distributed decision 
making. Distributed decision making is when several groups or individuals are needed to 
make decisions on a product design or concept. Each decision made by one individual or 
group is affected by other decision makers. Virtual engineering fits well into distributed 
decision making since it creates a common virtual engineering environment for everyone 
involved to use during the decision making process. 
2.2. Concurrent Engineering 
In the past, the engineering decision process literally operated in a linear manner. One 
engineer did his or her set of calculations on their particular part of the project. Once their 
part was complete, they would hand their results to the next engineer in line. There was very 
little interaction among the engineers. In addition, this process was slow, prone to mistakes, 
and did not readily allow for design iterations. This linear method of decision making has 
been replaced by a more efficient and parallelized form of decision making known as 
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concurrent engineering. In recent years, many product development organizations have been 
restructured into cross-functional teams, reflecting their resolve to improve product quality 
among multiple dimensions while reducing the development lead time (Krishnan, 1997). To 
streamline the decision making processes, companies have been focusing on concurrent 
engineering, or the idea that several individuals from different disciplines work 
collaboratively and simultaneously on a product with the idea of improving the design and 
decision making process. 
Concurrent engineering is being used by many companies and has resulted in 
companies providing products to the market better and faster (Hague et al., 2000). In order 
for this to be successful, the groups need to be aware of what is occurring in the other groups. 
Therefore, constant communication among groups is necessary. Despite the fact that 
companies are attempting to employ concurrent engineering techniques, there are still several 
issues which make decision-making more difficult. These issues include the following: . (1) 
lack of communication, (2) lack of information, (3) ill-defined objectives, and (4) bias in 
"experts." 
Lack of communication occurs frequently in the design process. Communicating 
effectively in a team environment allows those involved with the team to have a clear idea of 
what is occurring, and everyone is aware of what everyone else is doing. Effective 
communication allows those who have questions about ideas to address these ideas to the 
remainder of the group. Conversely, the lack of communication may lead to ambiguity, 
confusion, misunderstanding, and possibly upset feelings, if not worse. Any of these issues 
can cause the project to fail. Lack of communication often occurs when there is no common 
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tool among the engineering groups to collaborate with on a daily basis, and when there is no 
tool for conveying design updates. 
Often, lack of infoYmation regarding the problem cannot be completely resolved. In 
Hague et al.~ (2000), decisions made early in the design phases of product development are 
hence often based on incomplete, ill-structured and poor quality information. This is why 
decisions are sometimes made in a subj ective manner, using only personal knowledge and 
experience gained during past problem solving processes. Also, in Kim and Ahn (1997), 
decision makers are willing or able to provide only incomplete information, because of time 
pressure, Lack of knowledge or data, and their limited expertise related to the problem 
domain. To handle this, the authors suggest a method of utilizing individual decision results 
to form a group consensus. During conceptual design, very little is known about the product 
(Xiao et ai., 2005). Then during detailed design, engineers build a detailed product model, or 
specification of a product, and conduct optimization to decide the final product design. If the 
engineers are able to develop more informed decisions during the conceptual design phase, 
then the detailed design phase should become less vague. 
Ill-defined objectives seem to occur often within decision making groups. Often, 
when a decision needs to be made, there are no definitive goals as to .what needs to be 
accomplished. This lack of concrete objectives allows the engineers to lose focus of the end 
goal and focus rather on perhaps irrelevant points in the design phase. Coles (ZOOS) states 
that engineers are concerned with "ill-defined" problems which "contain a complex of 
missing information, inexplicit requirements, and conflicting demands." Examples of values 
include: technical values, economic values, aesthetic values and moral values. However, ill-
defined objectives are a typical aspect of engineering problem solving. If the final objectives 
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were known at the beginning, then what is the point of doing the project? The focus is to 
have the ability to define and modify the objectives as the project progresses and still have an 
open-mind to explore more creative solutions. 
The fourth issue is the bias in "experts. "Experts are very useful in the engineering 
decision making process. These experts do have the background and experience to 
understand what items will work for a particular design. In Haque et aI. (2000), when 
engineers or managers call upon past experience or the "expert" opinion, the information or 
knowledge is prone to bias of the particular experiences of that individual, or the so-called 
"expert." However, these experts could have developed set paradigms throughout their 
experiences and may completely disregard other possible paths of design or procedure and 
miss out on a valid or useful concept. This could reduce the decision space that could be 
explored by the decision makers. However, if collaboration could occur where everyone 
would have access to the same tools to evaluate design decisions, the "experts" could be 
shown design solutions by the "non-experts" that may have otherwise been disregarded. 
Y~~hich lessons from concurrent engineering can be applied to virtual engineering? 
Several points can be learned from .the previous discussion of concurrent engineering. 
Concurrent engineering helps the process to be more streamlined, but suffers from 
shortcoming due to lack of communication, lack of accurate information or bias. 
Virtual engineering needs to provide the tools necessary for engineering decision 
making. These tools need to provide information to the users. These tools also need to be 
capable of answering the questions posed by the engineer and to minimize the lack . of 
information. Virtual engineering also needs to have collaborative abilities. Collaboration 
inherently requires that those individuals involved communicate their ideas effectively. The 
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interactivity component can have multiple meanings. One form of interactivity may be 
among the various groups, which is closely related to collaboration. Another form of 
interactivity is between the engineers and the products which they are designing. When the 
engineers are able to interact directly with the products or various representations of the 
products on a daily basis, they are able to develop better understanding and insight, and can 
realize the goals of the product. 
2.3. Modeling 
In Radhakrashan et al. (2005) models are constructed to predict how design changes 
will affect the product performance. These models can be at various levels of abstraction, 
which include algebraic expressions or high-fidelity CFD models. A model is any abstraction 
of reality used to represent the nature of a system. Models need not contain direct 
representations of the underlying physics; the goal of an engineering model is not to increase 
scientific knowledge, but to predict actual system behavior with sufficient accuracy and 
resolution so that engineering decisions can be made accurately. Also, in Lenke (1995), the 
decisions between experiment or numerical simulation depend on aspects such as: the 
relation of cost and advantage (economic reasons), the time aspect (time is money), the 
possibility of reproducing results, the possibility of observing and varying parameters of the 
experiment or of the simulation, law condition, ethical constraints, or the like. For 
engineering, several types of models are used. These models could include algebraic numbers 
or expressions. In particular, CFD models are being used for engineering decision making. 
CFD has entered engineering in two ways. The first is to gain qualitative insight to an 
engineering problem. CFD models have been in use in the automotive and aerospace 
industries since the 1960s and 1970s (Tannehill et al., 1997} and have become invaluable in 
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determining airflow patterns on objects such as airfoils and automotive bodies and 
temperature distributions on items such as stoves. These CFD models utilize analytical fluid 
principles, which are typically partial differential equations, and these equations are 
numerically solved on a generated grid with equivalent finite difference equations. An 
advantage of CFD techniques is the ability to automatically account for the geometry and 
scale effects of the model (Krishna and Van Baten, 2003). 
Several key aspects of automotive development utilize CFD during early stages of 
design in order to identify, correct, and prevent re-design costs and also to reduce physical 
testing and prototyping (Srinivasan et al., 2004). Reduced product development cycles have 
made simulation of vehicle management very important. Early detection of potential thermal 
issues through simulation allows reduction in the number of prototype based physical tests 
and associated costs. Underhood and under-body thermal environments involve numerous 
challenges. One of the most significant aspects is the complexity of the geometry involved. A-
typical automobile vehicle Underhood engine compartment contains a multitude of 
components and subcomponents. The primary purpose of the Underhood simulation is to 
identify potential thermal issues and develop counter-measures in the form of component 
relocation, heat shields, or airflow management to enhance convection. The simulations 
allow for informed decisions to be made early in the design process. 
The second type of CFD application in engineering is to create quantitative models of 
design problems. This classification of CFD models are for a specific purpose. These are 
used in events where. engineers are concerned with every characteristic on the model, and the 
fidelity is necessary. These models are run repeatedly. 
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Most CFD applications traditionally trade interactivity for accuracy, which yields 
detailed flow descriptions, but limits interaction for investigating the data fields. In most 
cases, the engineer and analyst do not need to know the flow characteristics at each point in 
the analysis. Rather, they are concerned with the results at specific locations, and more 
importantly, with the general flow patterns and not the exact values. Other approaches use 
low detail representations of the actual geometry to develop designs and then use a high 
detail model to validate and refine the solution (Zha et al., 1997; Foster and Dulikravich, 
1997). 
Coupling a priori information from experimental data of previously-converged 
models can be very useful, and is often necessary. The simplest case for this would be 
placing boundary conditions on the exterior surfaces of the model. These boundary 
conditions could include inlet or outlet conditions as well as temperature or pressure. The 
boundary conditions are placed on the model to replicate how the model acts in the real 
world or are placed there as assumptions. These boundary conditions could be considered 
"one-way" coupling (McGuirk et al., 2001; Krisna et al., 2003). Another example of 
coupling is where the opposite is occurring: CFD is used to compute the flow field, and then 
the information created from the CFD is incorporated into other non-CFD related models for 
process simulation (Bezzo et al., 2000). These applications may have one way coupling by 
mapping empirically determined flow conditions at the boundaries and have the CFD solver 
solve for the flow conditions within the boundaries. 
An example of two-way coupling occurs when a CFD solver is coupled with an 
energy system simulation package, for instance, to iteratively update both packages to obtain 
a converged solution (Zhai et al., 2002). Zhai and colleagues state that this type of coupling 
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is very beneficial for reducing computation time in a transient case because it does not 
require the CFD solver to solve the flo~~v field between time steps. Rather, the energy system 
model handles the time step issue and the CFD simulates the flow for a particular time step. 
Another example is from Zitney et al., (2004} where a fuel cell power unit is coupled with 
CFD and process simulations to determine the performance of the system. Other cases could 
have pre-solved results "mapped" on the boundary of the unsolved portion of the grid (Huang 
et al., 2004). This is especially useful in cases when the effects within the model do not 
greatly affect the results outside of the model grid environment. 
2.4. Virtual Engineering Research 
Engineering design tools have been developed that support more effective and 
efficient engineering design of ahigh-fidelity residue separation system for selective 
harvesting. This virtual engineering framework enables the engineer to design a harvester 
with an integrated set of tools that can be manipulated and used in real-time. These tools 
include the C.A_D geometry of the harvester, the detailed computational fluid dynamics 
analysis models to understand the harvester flow field, and an interface for the user to make 
changes to the harvester design. The selective harvester research uses atwo-dimensional 
CFD grid for determining the flow within the cleaning area. This is coupled to an interactive 
design tool, which allows the engineer to place a baffle in the flow field and then to have the 
ability to determine the change in the airflow (Suram et al., 2006; Muth et al., 2006). 
CFD extends beyond vehicle applications. In Malakawi et al. (2005), decision support 
evolution using a genetic algorithm model integrated with a visualization module allows 
users to interact and select instances of the layout of an HVAC system in the room of a 
building. For each design change, a CFD analysis is automatically performed to evaluate the 
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thermal and ventilation efficiency. The module allows the diverse instances of designs to be 
visualized along with their performance to enhance the user's potential of design discovery 
and provide aid within the design-analysis process. 
Another application of using CFD for interactive design is with designing wood-
burning stoves for third world countries. The objective on these stoves is to minimize the 
variation in temperature on the cooking surface. This minimization in temperature variation 
is achieved by placing a series of rectangular shaped baffles in the CFD model of the stove to 
redirect the flue gases originating from the fire box combustion chamber, through the stove, 
and out the chimney (McCorkle et al., 2002). 
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CHAPTER 3: VIRTUAL ENGINEERING 
Virtual engineering is a relatively new concept in product design and development. 
The goal of virtual engineering is to create an engineering decision environment that enables 
engineers to design, analyze, revise their ~ designs and watch as those changes take effect in 
the virtual model. The shaping of three-dimensional geometries in a virtual environment 
allows for an intuitive process, bypassing the obstacles and limitation of atwo-dimensional 
human-computer interface. This is to engage the human capacity for complex system 
evaluation. The complexity of both the simulation and generated data are too vast to analyze 
analytically or numerically. Interaction within the virtual environment should take place with 
an easily understood interface, appropriate to the users' technical background and expertise. 
3.1. VE-Suite 
Virtual Engineering Suite (VE-Suite) is a set of software tools which enable a 
developer or engineer to create a virtual engineering application (v~►Twvv.vesuite.org). VE-
Suite is an open source package which incorporates engineering tools for virtual engineering, 
and is being developed by the Virtual Engineering Research Group, led by Professor Mark 
Bryden, at Iowa State University. 
VE-Suite has an interface specification called VE-Open. VE-Open allows models and 
core engineering engines to be integrated and utilized more conveniently by providing the 
communication mechanism among the modules that allow integration to occur. VE-Open 
couples CORBA and XML implementations to communicate data in aself-describing data 
structure, yet is portable. 
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Figure 301 VE-Suite diagram 
The core engineering components of VE-Suite are VE-Conductor, VE-Xplorer, and 
VE-CE. VE-Conductor is the graphical user interface (GUI) which allows the user to control 
the data interaction within the virtual environment. VE-CE is the computational engine that 
handles the scheduling and synchronization of the data sources being used within a design 
process which allows the integration and passing the data of experimental data, numerical 
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models, equations, geometry, or any other form of data. VE-Xplorer runs the graphics and 
visualization of the data within the three-dimensional virtual environments. VE-Suite also 
has the capability to incorporate modular plug-ins in each of the three core engines. A 
discussion of the details of these plug-ins is given in Chapter Four, Section Four. 
The key components of a virtual engineering application include: an engineering 
analysis engine that simulates the behavior of the products, a dynamic visualization 
environment that allows users to control the computational engine and visualize the results in 
real time, decision support tools providing suggestions for the product realization problems, 
and a user interface module expanding the scope of virtual reality application from 
visualization to interaction. VE-Suite has the capability of displaying various representations 
of CFD data. This data include scalar representations such as contour cutting planes,. iso-
surfaces and warped contour planes; vector cutting planes and flow stream tubes. 
The engineer and other decision makers have the ability to view results of the model 
simulations as well as the geometric models in a multitude of environments. These 
environments can range from a workstation desktop on an engineer's desk to a single-wall 
capable of displaying stereo images to a multi-wall virtual reality cave. Each of these 
configurations is capable of displaying the simulation results in an effective manner, yet is 
more specialized for the particular environment. For example, the single stereo wall is best 
suited for a conference room or classroom setting where the decision-makers and engineers 
can be arranged at a table and can communicate ideas while analyzing and interpreting the 
data. 
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CHAPTER 4: PREPARING A CFD MODEL 
This chapter outlines the steps used in this research to reduce a complicated, full size 
CFD model. This chapter also forms the framework of integrating a CFD model with VE-
Suite for interactive design capabilities. The goal is to create a semi-standardized 
methodology which has the ability to be applied to other complicated CFD models. The 
process is general in concept, but varies based on the application and the models being used. 
These models are meant to be used for the conceptual and preliminary design phases to give 
the decision makers ideas on how the design changes will affect the CFD results of the 
model. The engineer can then select from .possible designs from the reduced model and 
validate them with the full model for the detail design phase. 
4.1. CFD Model Reduction Topics 
Several articles demonstrate the feasibility of interactive design, optimization, or 
model reduction (Huang et al., 2004; McCorkle et al., 2003; Bryden et al., 2002; Craig et al., 
1999; Parmee et al., 2001; Yeh and Vance, 1997). These model reduction techniques include: 
1. Solve models for regions of interest 
2. Idealization 
3. Grid Reduction 
4. New Convergence Criteria 
4.1.1. Solve Models for the Regions of Interest 
CFD applications traditionally trade interactivity for accuracy, which yield detailed 
flow descriptions, but limit interaction for investigating the data fields. In most cases, the 
engineer and analyst do not need to know the flow characteristics at each point in the 
analysis. Rather, they are concerned with the results at specific locations, and more 
importantly, are concerned with general flow patterns and not the exact values. "What 
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questions will be asked by the engineer in the decision making process?" Most of the time, 
engineers are only concerned about certain aspects of the analysis results and it is 
unnecessary to spend time calculating accurate flow fields of the entire model when the 
critical design factors may be velocities at only certain regions of the model. Therefore, the 
analysis should support the knowledge the engineers need. This would make the real question 
be: "How would the analyst conduct the analysis that is accurate enough to capture the 
engineer's concerned characteristics while at the same time ignore the components which 
may delay or even distract the engineer's decision making?" (Xiao et al., 2004). This seems 
to be a straightforward approach to engineering problem solving, but it often goes by the 
wayside during the design and analysis process. It is still important to keep in mind every 
aspect when solving a problem, but the unnecessary attention to irrelevant details could pose 
the risk of creating confusion and losing the scope of the decision at hand. 
It has been stated that the average turn-around time for a computer simulation to be 
useful should be four hours or less (Luecke, 2006). Many of the simulations that have this 
caliber of run-time are helpful, but generally are not interactive by definition. The usefulness 
of a computer simulation is determined by which question or questions it is able to accurately 
answer within a certain constraint. These constraints could include time, computing 
resources, etc. When creating a model for interactive design, it is important to ask which 
parameters are important for consideration and to be sure to include those parameters. In 
addition, it is important to determine which parameters are not as important. Therefore, one 
should take these considerations to be sure the model is accurate enough to adequately 
answer the question that is being asked and to not have the model any more complex than 
necessary to solve for the questions asked by the engineer. 
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4.1.2. Idealization 
Idealization is usually used to simplify the geometry shape of the CFD models and 
hence to simplify or reduce the governing equations of the flow field (Xiao et al., 2004). This 
focuses on detail removal, dimension reduction and symmetry recognition. Detail removal. is 
explicitly removing the minor details that have negligible local effects on the results of the 
analysis. Dimensional reduction represents athree-dimensional model with a comparable 
lower dimensional model. Symmetry reduction is when only a portion of the model is 
analyzed by taking advantages in any symmetry of the geometry, boundary conditions or the 
flow characteristics. Dimension reduction techniques are also mentioned in Theodoropoulou 
et al. (1998) by using methods such as Galerkin's method to create alower-order model 
which loses little of the original high-order model's fidelity. 
4.1.3. Grid Reduction 
A requirement for obtaining an accurate analysis result is to have a quality mesh. As 
a rule, the finer the grid, the better it conforms to the equation set. Grid reduction separates 
the analysis geometric model into different regions; the finer grid is associated with the 
important regions, and the coarser grid is for the less critical regions. These varying grid size 
models are then coupled together to ensure smooth transition between adjacent cells. 
Although this coupling of various grid sizes does aid in reducing the computation time, 
accurate analysis still requires a fine grid model of accurate results and hence a longer 
computation time. Therefore, engineers using high fidelity analysis models are faced with a 
dilemma: Is it important enough to wait for a very accurate answer if an analysis can give the 
same answer in less time? 
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Xiao et a1., (2004) states that grid convergence is .typically used to decide whether or 
not the grid is dense enough. In other words, engineers iteratively refine the grid until the 
analysis result no longer is significantly affected by the grid density. This is referred to as 
grid independence. The question posed, from a product design perspective, is whether it is 
necessary to capture all the flow features of a flow field, especially those that will not affect 
the engineers' decision making. If the main question in the design process is whether or not 
the design change is acceptable, then why is it important to know with high accuracy the 
characteristics in a location not relevant to the design change? 
4.1.4. Convergence Criteria 
A CFD design optimization process consists of two convergence criteria. The first is 
the convergence of the flow field variables by solving for partial differential equations, while 
the other is an objective or the fitness function determined by the engineer. This particular 
fitness function could be a desirable quality in the design. For instance, it could be a fluid 
temperature or a fluid velocity at a particular location in the model. 
The graph in Figure 4.1 demonstrates the trends of determining a solution to a CFD 
model. The higher fi delity model is able to produce a solution which is more accurate, or has 
a reduced error, but the high fidelity model requires a great deal of time for a converged 
solution. Conversely, the Lower grid fidelity yields a solution which may not have the 
computational accuracy, but is able to develop a "good" solution in a reasonable time. 
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Figure 4.1 Error vs. grid size and time vs. grid size 
Xiao et al., (2004) argues that in a CFD related design process, the only objective 
function is the fitness function, and the key point is whether it is worthwhile to consume 
computation time waiting for the CFD solver to calculate values that will not be used for the 
design process if the desired design parameters are determined and are not affected by the 
precision of the flow field variables. In other words, the design decision can be made even 
though the flow field variables are not fully converged from traditional CFD convergence 
criteria. Based on these observations of previous practical engineering problem cases, it was 
found that the fitness function usually converges much earlier than the flow variables do. For 
example, Xiao et al., (2004) determined that their design fitness parameters converged within 
250 iterations while the flow variables converged within 2500 iterations. If the CFD analysis 
were terminated after 250 iterations, then approximately 90 percent of the computation time 
would be saved. The point to take from this is that if the decision from the analysis can be 
determined early on and is not significantly affected by the results, then the rest of the 
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residual convergence time in use is unnecessary for the decision at hand. This application 
uses the CFD analysis more as a guide rather than relying on the results as the absolute fact. 
In McCorkle et al. (2003), an energy system in the form of a stove is optimized by an 
evolutionary algorithm. The fitness of the stove is evaluated by determining the average 
temperature of the stove surface. This fitness is normalized by the performance of a stove 
without baffles. Fitnesses less than 1.0 perform better than the un-baffled stove. A fitness 
value of 0.2 is used as the stopping criteria, and this value represents a stove with 
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approximately 90 percent of the stovetop temperature within 75 C of the average stovetop. 
This is considered to be a fully effective stove and a fitness value less than 0.2 would require 
greater computation without any additional benefit. This was incorporated with an 
approximator consisting of an artificial neural network (~~]~TN) coupled with a general 
regression neural network (G~.NN). This approximator developed areal-time estimate of 
what the final fitness of the stove would be simultaneous to the operation of the CFD solver. 
4.2. CFD Model Reduction Procedure 
The unique aspect of this research is the willingness to accept inaccuracy provided it 
does not impact what the model is being used for. This can be thought of as "directed grid 
reduction." 
The first component for virtual engineering is to have a model which has the ability to 
answer the questions posed by the engineers and decision makers. Often, though the models 
are too large and complicated that they are not able to develop converged solutions in a 
reasonable amount of time. If this is the case, then a reduced model may be derived from a 
full-scale CFD model. This essentially makes a "model of the model." 
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The following list is an outline of the steps to create a reduced model from a complete 
model .using Star-GOTH. 
1. Obtain converged solution for the complete model. 
2. Validate complete model. 
3. Perform directed grid reduction. 
a. Eliminate outer grid. 
b. Coarsen grid. 
c. Eliminate grid in user subroutines. 
3. Add simple boundary conditions and run model to obtain converged solution. 
4. Create "shell" cells at outer cells of reduced model and store shell cell 
information. 
5. Obtain post-processed data from full model at the stored shell cell information 
And write to the output file. 
6. Map boundary conditions on the reduced model. 
7. Gradually add boundary conditions to reduced model and restart from previous 
post-process file. 
7. Validate the reduced model with the complete model results. 
4.2.1. Obtain and Verify Converged Complete Model Solution 
This complete model contains the full f%delity of the product and is considered the 
standard of comparison for any reduced model derived from it. If possible, the results of the 
complete model are verified for accuracy. This verification may amount to comparisons of 
experimental results of a physical prototype or by qualitative comparisons to known cases. 
The complete model is the baseline for the reduced model, therefore, it is important that the 
complete model is accurate.. 
4.2.2. Directed Grid Reduction 
The CFD grid of the complete model is reduced by a term referred to as directed grid 
reduction. This directed grid reduction is the physical reduction of the grid in the model 
which will not greatly impact the results. This method focuses upon outer grid elimination, 
grid coarsening, and user subroutine grid elimination. 
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Removal of the grid outside of the region of interest is one way to reduce the total 
grid. For example, suppose you are in a room on the third floor of a building. Is it necessary 
to account for the airflow on the first floor of the building? The airflow on the first floor of 
the building would not significantly influence any change in the third floor room. 
Grid coarsening is the second method of directed grid reduction. A CFD model which 
has a fine grid can be reduced by grid coarsening. This is when several gridpoints are merged 
and are represented by fewer grid points. This reduction in grid does reduce the computation 
time. However, this coarsening could have a profound effect on the results of the solution 
due to the strong coupling between the solution and the grid fidelity. 
The third category of grid reduction is the removal of grid using external subroutines. 
Commercial CFD solver packages have external subroutines available to model more 
complicated features within the primary model. These subroutines may include heat 
exchangers, combustors, etc. These subroutines add to the computation time and expense. 
In all three of these scenarios, the question to ask when performing directed grid 
reduction is: "will the reduction of this grid affect the results of the reduced model, and will 
changes in the reduced model significantly affect the results outside the reduced model?" 
4.2.3. Apply Exterior Boundary Conditions 
Applying boundary conditions to the exterior of a CFD model is a standard, and often 
a necessary practice. For example, the flow of water in a pipe needs to have defining 
boundary conditions. These boundary conditions include and inlet condition, an outlet 
condition, and a wall boundary condition. The same concept applies to the reduce model. 
However, these boundary conditions may be more complicated. 
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To replicate the complete model results onto the exterior surfaces of the reduced 
model, the boundary conditions are "mapped" from the corresponding regions of the 
complete model. (From here on, the reduced model will be referred to as the model, while 
the complete model will still be referred to as such.) These boundary conditions may include 
the air velocity, temperature and the turbulent energy terms for the cells at the outside edges 
of the model. Any boundary conditions that were present and any cell types within the 
reduced model are kept intact. 
The "mapped" boundary conditions are placed on the model in the following manner 
(for Star-CDTI`'i). The user creates cells at the exterior surfaces where boundary conditions are 
desired. This type of cell is a "shell" cell. These shell cells do not affect any of the CFD 
calculations, rather, these shell cells are used later to place boundary conditions upon. Once 
these shell cells are created, these cells are then written to a file to record the cell number, 
vertex number and physical coordinate space within the model. Once this. is complete, the 
full model is opened, and the output shell files from the reduced model are read in. The user 
then writes cell information from the full model at the coordinates. After this is complete, the 
post file data is written to files. This data can then be manipulated to be read into the reduced 
model to "map" the boundary conditions to the shell cells. (For detailed information on 
mapping boundary conditions, please consult the appendix). 
The purpose of having the "mapped" boundary condition on the outside of the 
reduced model is to have. the representation of the real model on the outside of the reduced 
model. The size of the reduced model is chosen in part to have whatever changes within the 
inside of the model remain constant at these boundaries. It should be noted that these 
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boundary conditions automatically assume that design changes within the reduced model will 
not significantly affect the results outside of the bounds of the reduced model. 
4.2.4. Converging the Model 
The mapped boundary conditions may cause the model to diverge initially. In order 
for the model to converge, only simple boundary conditions (i.e., a simple inlet and an outlet 
are initially used on the reduced model. The model is run to obtain a converged solution. 
Once this is achieved, the boundary conditions are gradually increased on the outer bounds of 
the reduced model to more precisely represent the conditions of the .complete model. The 
model is then re-started with the converged solution of the previous run. This process needs 
to be repeated two ~ to four times. Please note that this is a common technique used by many 
in the CFD community to NOT have the model become unstable and diverge initially. 
4.2.5. Validation of the Reduced Model 
After the reduced model is capable of developing a converged solution, the results 
should be compared to the complete model. This may be done by qualitatively comparing 
the air flow or temperature distributions at corresponding locations of the two models. If the 
results of the reduced model offer the same decision, then the reduced model offers the same 
accuracy as the complete model. 
4.2.6. Design Changes in the Reduced Model 
Once the reduced model is capable of creating a validated converged solution, a 
design change such as aflow-diverting baffle may be introduced into the model and re-
analyzed to determine the changes in the flow. The baffle is placed at existing cell vertices. 
The model with the added baffle is able to use the converged post-processed solution from 
the no-baffle case as a starting solution for the baffle case. However, since the cell count 
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changed in the model to account for the baffle cells being added, the mesh, or the geometry 
and problems files for the solver will need to be updated. 
4.3. M®del I !h tegr~ti®~~ ~vi$h '6Tirt~al Engi~eeri ~~; g 
The second roadblock addressed in this thesis is the integration of the model in a 
virtual engineering environment. This section addresses the integration of a CFI model with 
VE-Suite and the following section describes the interactive design framework built on top of 
VE-Suite. Once the model is reduced, it maybe integrated into a virtual reality environment. 
4.3.1. Geometric Representation 
A primary component in viewing an object in a virtual reality environment is a 
geometric representation of the physical domain. This geometric representation is a CAD-
based derived object that can be loaded into the scene graph. 
.- :.~;~_ ~-
Figure 4.~ Ge®n~etry ®f sari®us c®rnp®~en~s in u ~~ derh®®d e~gi~e m®del 
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4.3.2. CFD Model Data Overlay 
The second component required for a virtual reality environment is a way to represent 
the spatial and temporal models results. This is performed by exporting the post-processed 
data from the solver package for each of the grid points in the model. This data is then read 
into a component of VE-Suite known as VE-Builder which is able to translate the exported 
CFD post processed data into a compatible file format for data representation. The desired 
format for viewing CFD data is KitWare's Visualization Took Kit (VTK) (www.vtk.org) 
software. In this file format, the user is able to view CFD data in different representations 
such as scalar contour cutting planes, iso-surfaces, warped contour planes, vectors planes, 
and streamlines. The contour cutting planes display scalar results of data with varying colors. 
The iso-surfaces display scalars which have the same scalar values in the model. The vectors 
present a magnitude and direction of vector results in various planes. The streamlines display 
the flow from a single particle or series of particles traveling through the model. This data is 
laid upon the geometric representations of the model at the corresponding locations so that 
the user can have a greater sense of what the data results are at various Locations in the 
model. 
4.4. Interactive Design Framework 
While there have been applications which use computational models for interactive 
design, very few have the flexibility of working with multiple models. Therefore, previous 
software frameworks have not provided support to make changes to the system in real time. 
Adding software tools, updating the engineering model, or modifying the information flow 
requires stopping the process, then changing and recompiling the code. This results in a 
framework which is not adapted to facilitate design changes. To make interactive design 
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feasible with more complex engineering systems, a generic and extensible framework has 
been created in VE-Suite. This framework model provides three representational models for 
each module: a graphical representation, auser interface representation, and a computational 
representation. These module representations are implemented with three plug-ins: a GUI 
plug-in, a graphical plug-in and a computational unit plug-in. 
The three plug-ins give access to variables, which can be changed in the interactive 
design model. The skeleton code for the plug-ins is created with a utility within VE-Suite; the 
class structures for the plug-ins are given access to these variables. The specific details of the 
plug-ins are created by the user. The plug-ins are compiled on top of VE-Suite; in addition, 
VE-Suite itself does require re-compilation when the plug-ins are modified. 
The communication between the plug-in and the VE-Suite engines is based on a 
client/server model. The client is the controller which can connect to the model server to 
manipulate the underlying computational simulation. The controller accepts interaction 
commands from the user and enacts changes that affect the application's execution. The 
controller client also receives information from the model server and displays the information 
to the user via the geometric object. 
The description of the function of the individual plug-ins works best if an example is 
used as a guide. For instance, the engineer would like to interactively design a baffle within 
a three-dimensional duct. This duct has inlet and outlet boundary conditions. The airflow in 
the duct can be altered by placing a baffle in the duct, and the CFD calculation is done with a 
CFD solver package. 
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4.4.1. GUI Plug-in 
The GUI (graphical user interface) plug-in is the user interface which allows the user 
to make design changes on the VE-Conductor side of VE-Suite and is on the design canvas. 
The classes constructed by the VE-Suite utility for the design variable are connected to a user 
interface. The GUI plug-in user interface is built with wxWidgets (v~~~vw.wxwidgets.org), a 
cross-platform user interface framework. With this package, a programmer present the user 
with the necessary interface controls, as shown in Figure 4.3. For the baffle example, the 
user selects the starting location and the size of the baffle. The information is taken from the 
GUI and is distributed to VE-Suite's engines using the VE-Open specification. The baffle 
design information is subsequently made available to other components of VE-Suite, 
including the graphical plug-in and the computational unit plug-in. 
4.4.2. Graphical Plug-in 
Once the GUI plug-in transmits the user inputs to VE-Suite, the graphical plug-in 
recognizes the ~:ML command structure, and dynamically loads the geometric 
representations of the design into VE-Xplorer and subsequently into the virtual engineering 
environment. The graphical plug-in also reads in the ~:ML string which was sent from the 
GUI plug-in, sets the starting location of the baffle and the physical dimensions of the baffle. 
4.4.3. Computational Unit Plug-in 
The third plug-in, or the Computational Unit Plug-in, works in conjunction with VE-
CE and coordinates the computational resources. The computational unit plug-in also parses 
the XML command structure information and modifies the CFD model. Changes alre made in 
the model to account for the baffle size and location, and update the necessary prf~processor 
files to run the CFD case. Upon convergence of the CFD model, the unit then tra~lslates the 
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post-processed data CFD into the VTK file format and dynamically loads the CF'D data into 
the virtual engineering environment. The integration of these tools in a virtual engineering 
interface is very powerful for engineering decision making. 
Once the CFD data is loaded into the memory of the computer, the user can then call 
the data to be viewed using the Visualization Tab in VE-Conductor, and thE;n navigate 
through the virtual environment with the Navigation Tab in VE-Conductor, a;~ shown in 
Figure 4.4. The user has the option of viewing the data in any of the representations which 
were described in the previous section. 
The goal of this research is to couple the CFD model to VE-Suite and to have an 
engineer at their workstation creating a series of design changes. The engineer would then 
alter the model via a single user interface avoiding direct interaction with the CFD solver. 
This would then allow anon-CFD analyst to indirectly use a CFD solver package and obtain 
the pertinent results from the design change. The engineer is then able to readily view the 
results either at the workstation or in a more immersive virtual reality environment. The 
additional benefit of using VE-Suite with virtual reality is the ability to view variol~s types of 
data results in an intuitive visual fashion and in three dimensions rather than in typical two-
dimensional cut-plots or in tables of numerical values. All these ideas subsequently enhance 
the field of communication among CFD analysts, engineers, and managers. 
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CHAPTER 5: CASE STUDY-UNDERHooD ENGINE MODEL 
5.1. Complete Model 
The methods of CFD model reduction are applied to a complete model of a vehicle, 
with an emphasis on the airflow profiles in the engine compartment. The complete CFD 
model consists of approximately eight million cells. This model requires approximately three 
days of computational time to determine the results of a design change. This model has the 
ability to model velocity, pressure, temperature, etc. profile anywhere on the vehicle and in a 
region approximately ten meters from any direction of the vehicle. The grid outside the 
vehicle is used to place the boundary conditions of the outside environment, and has the flow 
fully developed upon reaching the machine. The CFD mesh was created from the Pro- 
EngineerTM derived CAD files via CD-Adapco Group's meshing software package, Pro- 
AMTM. The CFD model is analyzed with Star-CDTM 
The emphasis of this model is placed on the engine compartment to evaluate the 
airflow and temperature profiles around various engine components. This vehicle operates in 
a dusty environment with various particles suspended in the air. The open design of the 
underhood engine platform allows a great deal of the dust and particles to enter and swirl 
around the various engine components. Under certain operating conditions, the dust and 
particles may collect at various locations and partially cover engine components, thus 
increasing the chances of overheating the engine. 
The solution to preventing the dust accumulation is to place a series of baffles at 
critical regions in the engine compartment to redirect the air by channeling the higher 
velocity air from the engine cooling fan. The higher velocity airflow significantly reduces the 
dust buildup. Almost all of the moving air within the engine compartment is from the cooling 
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fan which draws air through the radiators and subsequently moves the air over the engine and 
accessories. It is difficult to use CFD because the current model requires an analyst to alter 
and run the complete model. Therefore, the goal is to reduce this complete model and to have 
it develop a converged solution in a fraction of the time, while providing solutions which will 
provide the correct engineering decisions. 
A CFD model is required to design the flow path because there is no simpler 
modeling tool that can predict the changes in velocity profiles at the engine components due 
to baffle placement. Almost all the details of the vehicle outside the underhood engine 
compartment are represented in this model. There is particularly close attention to the details 
of all the major components in the underhood engine platform. These components include 
the complicated exterior engine geometry, the exhaust system, oil reservoirs, and the cooling 
systems. The full model also takes into account the temperatures at each of the gridpoints of 
the engine with the assistance of external subroutines for the heat exchanges. An external 
subroutine for the engine cooling system is used to determine the heat exchange of the 
vehicle with the operating environment. Density changes in the air due to the changing 
temperatures were included. Turbulence was modeled with the K-E /High Reynolds number 
model with the following parameters: C-µ=0.09, C-E1=1.44, C-E2=1.92, C-E3=1.44, C-E4=-
0.33, K=0.415, Prandtl(K.E.)=1, Prandtl(E)=1.219, Prandtl(h)=0.9. 
5.2 Underhood Model Reduction 
5.2.1 Determining Size of Reduced Model 
As discussed in Chapter Four, direction grid reduction techniques were implemented. 
According to the CFD analysts and the engineers who work with the vehicle models, there is 
no significant change in the airflow characteristics outside the engine compartment when 
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there is a baffle design change. One example is that a baffle placement has a negligible effect 
on the performance of the engine fan or of the cooling system. Furthermore, the additional 
baffle does not change the results of the air more than two meters from the outside of the 
engine compartment. 
Therefore, the complete model was reduced to only encompass the necessary 
components within the engine compartment, as well as a region immediately outside the 
engine compartment. The grid in the regions that one considers to be important for the 
analysis and decision making remains intact to maintain the fidelity of the model. This 
reduced model includes the engine, the engine accessories (exhaust, turbocharger, batteries, 
etc.) the engine frame, components of the drivetrain adjacent to the engine, and various 
components of the body panels at located within near proximity of the engine compartment. 
This reduces the model size from the original size of eight million cells down to two 
million cells. The model is not initially reduced further since the grid fidelity in the engine 
compartment is required for an accurate solution. In addition, there are no symmetry planes 
in this model that can be used to further reduce the model. Coarsening of the mesh within the 
engine compartment was considered; however, there was an insignificant reduction in the 
number of cells. Therefore, the mesh in the reduced model is of the same fidelity as the 
complete model for the corresponding locations. 
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5.2.2. Eliminating User Subroutines 
The original full scale CFI model uses external subroutines to calculate the flow 
field results of the heat exchangers for the engine cooling system and the charge-air cooling 
system for the turbocharger. These subroutines are complicated and require a great deal of 
computational resources for convergence since they deal with multiple fluid heat exchanges 
(air and liquid; air and air). In addition, design changes in the underhood compartment do not 
significantly affect the heat exchangers' performance or model characteristics, at least for the 
preliminary design and decision phase of this model's application. Therefore, the cooling 
systems and associated user subroutines are eliminated from the model itself to help reduce 
complexity and computational time. 
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5.2.3. boundary Conditions 
The following figures demonstrate the size of the reduced model. It is noted in Figure 
5.1 and 5.2 the placement of the final boundary conditions. There are no boundary conditions 
placed on the bottom side. This is because the airflow on this side of the model is 
insignificant relative to the sides and top of the reduced model. 
FIl~~re X02 ~~~pc~~l I~®~nda~y ~®nd~t~®n~ ~~ e~te~~®~° ~®~~tg®n~ ®~ the ~°e~1~~e~1 ~~~d 
Also note the other boundary conditions on the reduced model. There is an outlet 
boundary condition opposite the side of the fan and a pressure boundary condition at the top 
corner of the model. These boundary conditions are substituted for the mapped inlet 
boundary conditions to reduce some of boundary conditions on the model. These locations 
are chosen because the mapped inlet boundary conditions are similar to the respective outlet 
and pressure boundary conditions, and because the changes in these boundaries will have 
negligible effect on the regions of concern. 
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X030 ~: ~~~e Pfl~~e~~n~ 
®nce the reduced model was capable of creating a converged solution, then it was 
possible to have a baffle introduced into the model and re-analyzed to determine the changes 
in the flow. Star-CI~T~ has the ability to add a baffle cell type along the faces of the grids of 
the cells. The baffle cells are placed along the side of the engine adjacent to the fan to re-
direct the air along the side of the engine, and especially at the top part of the engine, 
particularly the valve covers on the engine head and the exhaust manifold. 
The baffle configurations used in this model are in close proximity ones that have 
been experimentally tested in the field. The model with the added baffle is able to use the 
converged post-processed solution from the no-baffle case as a starting solution for the baffle 
case. However, since the cell count changed in the model to account for the baffle cells 
being added, the mesh, or the geometry file is updated. It should be noted that the current 
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research only allows for the baffle placement to be on a single plane vertically parallel to the 
y-axis of the machine. The placement of a diagonal baffle would require re-meshing of the 
grid which the baffle interferes. This is addressed in Chapter 7. 
IF~~~~-~e X04 fC► 
IF'Il~~~°~ ~o~ 
~~~~ ~~~.~~~ne~~ ~n the ~~~ n~®d~~ ~Il~®n~~~~~~ vIl~w~ 
I"► ~.~'~e ~I1~~en~~~~ Iln ~h~ cCIF~ n~®d~~ ~~nd~ v~~w~ 
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The use of the reduced CFD model integrated with the virtual engineering tools 
makes it easier for the engineer to evaluate several baffle placement and size configurations 
and relatively quickly determine the results of the proposed change. The user can then 
review the analyzed designs and select the best candidates for further testing. These selected 
baffle configurations can then be implemented into the full scale CFD model for further 
analysis and verification. The premise of having the reduced model is to not require the 
engineer to have an intimate knowledge of CFD solver packages, but rather to allow the 
engineer to create baffle cases for testing and to develop informed decisions for baffle 
configurations. 
6.1. Model Results 
6.1.1. Computational Comparisons 
The original complete model of approximately eight million cells requires three days- 
of computational resources. Conversely, the reduced model of approximately two million 
cells is able to solve a converged solution in approximately three hours. 
6.1.2. Engine Region Verification 
As noted in the previous chapters, the complete model is the standard for comparison 
for the reduced model. The CFD air velocity magnitude at the engine valve cover and the 
exhaust manifold are considered to the primary areas of concern for the dust and particle 
accumulation. The muffler and turbocharger are secondary areas of concern. 
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 demonstrate the velocity magnitude flow results along the valve 
cover, muffler, exhaust manifold, and the turbocharger. This view is looking down upon the 
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engine compartment. The valve cover at the top of the engine is located in the center running 
horizontally. The exhaust and turbocharger are above and to the left of the valve cover. 
The reduced model is able to capture the velocity profile at the engine valve cover 
very well. The slower regions, denoted by blue, are similar on both models, and represent 
velocities of Less than four meters per second. The portion of the valve cover furthest from 
the radiator fan also demonstrated. the same trend with an increase in velocity on the reduced 
model. This region has a velocity magnitude of around ten meters per second. These 
qualitative results at the valve cover region and continuing to the exhaust manifold are 
encouraging. 
The secondary regions in the reduced model are less accurate to the complete model. 
The muffler region on the complete model depicts the fastest velocity away from the engine, 
as does the turbocharger. Despite these differences, these results are acceptable because the. 
airflow is being under-estimated in these regions, and would not negatively affect the 
decisions these differences in the air velocities in these regions would not affect the decisions 
of the design change. In addition, the particle and dust build-up would not be as critical in 
these regions due to the lack of a flat surface for particle accumulation. The important item to 
note from this is the following: If the results enforce the same decision, then the model is 
accurate for properly answering the engineering decision. 
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Generally speaking, the comparison of the complete CFD model and reduced model 
shows similar velocity profiles, particularly on the engine valve cover and on the top sides of 
the muffler. According to design engineers, these velocity profiles are representative with 
what is found in the operating environment using similarly placed baffles in the engine 
compartment. As expected the results between the full and the reduced models are not 
identical because due to the assumptions made to reduce the model. 
6.2. Interactive Design and Collaboration 
The integration of the CFD model with the tools in VE-Suite allows decision makers 
to collaborate on the design changes. The users have the capability of placing a baffle in the 
CFD model and in the virtual environment, update the model, and view the results, The CFD 
model updating does not require the users to physically open or modify any CFD. software. 
The alterations are alI completed within the VE-Suite framework. The decision makers have 
no need to concern themselves with learning a new software package which requires several 
months to become acclimated with and to use, simply to determine how one design change 
affects the CFD results. In addition, the CFD analysts do not need to be concerned with 
making several iterations on the full scale model and neither the analyst nor the engineer 
need to wait an extended period for the results. The users of VE-Suite are able to view and 
understand several data representations of the same model. The geometric and spatial 
representations of the engine compartment may be evaluated in the scene with the velocity 
profiles transposed on the geometry. The temperature profiles may also be transposed onto 
the geometric representation of the physical domain. Visualizing the data in this way 
therefore allows the user to view simulated and generated data in a representation which is 
too vast to analyze analytically or numerically. This integrated design also extends beyond 
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the use for engineers. Individuals without a technical background may also view the results 
and deduce the trend in the design changes in an interpretative manner. 
IF~g~~°e ~o~ cC®~~~I~®~~.t~®~ ®~ I~~.~~e de~~~n end ~®~~.t~®~ 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
7.1. Conclusions 
This thesis develops a process for integrating computational fluid dynamics into a 
virtual engineering environment. The goal of this research is to enable anon-CFD expert to 
incorporate changes into afaster-converging CFD model and to view the results of those 
changes in a virtual environment. There are five steps in this process. These are (1) building 
of the complete CFD model, (2) validation of the complete model, (3) reduction of the model 
by focusing on the questions that the model needs to answer, (4) integration of the model in 
the virtual environment, and (5) validation of the reduced model with the complete model. In 
this thesis, the third and fourth steps were explicitly developed and demonstrated. 
In this research, the following items were achieved. First, a methodology for reducing 
a complicated CFD model was outlined and then implemented. The reduced model was 
successfully run with a three hour convergence period versus a three day convergence period. 
In this application, the CFD model of the entire vehicle and its operating environment was 
reduced to only encompass the underhood engine compartment. This reduced model has 
mapped boundary conditions added to the outside surface to replicate the flow conditions of 
the full model. The CFD results obtained were qualitatively assessed to be comparable to the 
complete model results and to real life. 
This thesis also presents the framework required to integrate the CFD model into a 
virtual engineering environment and to allow the user to add design characteristics into the 
model and run the model from the virtual engineering user interface, and view the results in a 
virtual reality environment without the user needing to directly interact with the CFD 
software package. 
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7.2. Future Research 
This research is the beginning of interactive design with a complicated model that 
allows the user to view the result of the design changes. However, there are still several 
obstacles to overcome to make this an effective interactive design tool. 
Non-Orthogonal Baffle Placement and Multiple Baffles 
This research only allows the user to place a flat, rectangular baffle along the vertical 
plane parallel with the engine. This initial baffle placement was done for convenience. 
However, this limited range of baffle placement hinders the search space of the engineer and 
cannot be truly effective. 
In the future, the interactive design framework will be in place to create an angled or 
irregularly shaped baffle or series of baffles within the model. One of the long-term goals of 
this research is to allow the user to place more complicated baffle geometries into the 
underhood engine compartment and view the results. The diagonal and irregularly shaped 
baffle will require the grid to be removed and re-meshed to correspond with the design 
change and be augmented with the rest of the mesh of the underhood engine compartment. 
Further Reduction of Models 
The model reduction for this case is from approximately eight million cells to two 
million cells. This cell reduction yields a reduction of convergence time from three days to 
within three hours. Although this is a time improvement of approximately ten-fold, further 
research is needed to reduce the model even greater. This will further increase the value of 
the interactive design component if the engineer and decision makers are able to test and 
analyze several designs in one day rather than only three configurations per day. 
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Quantitative vs. Qualitative Error Estimation 
The research in this thesis qualitatively compared the velocity profiles of the 
complete CFD model to the profiles of the reduced models at various locations. These results 
were based on engineering judgment by examining the general trends of the results. This 
error analysis could be enhanced by performing a formal quantitative study similar to Qin et 
al., 2006. 
Optimization of Baffle Placement 
Since this model is able to run at a relatively fast rate, there is a possibility of utilizing 
evolutionary algorithms (EAs) to evolve the most desirable location or locations for baffles 
given the parameter of having the greatest air velocity at critical locations within the model. 
This methodology could be based on (Bryden et al., 2002) and (McCorkle et al., 2003). This 
would allow the use of EAs to effectively find good solutions to this complex problem 
without having to have the a priori knowledge of determining the desirable airflow 
characteristics. 
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APPENDIX: MAPPING AND COUPLING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
IN STAR-CDTM 
The following sections in the appendix offer a more detailed overview of the 
procedures to map and couple the post-processed CFD results of a Star-CDTM model and to 
use these results as boundary conditions for the reduced model. These boundary conditions 
are meant to replicate the condition of the complete model onto the reduced model. It is 
assumed that the changes within the reduced model will not affect the flow conditions 
outside this reduced model, or in the region that is encompassed by the full model. 
Appendix A1. Script to Create Cell and Vertex Files of the Surface to Map Boundary 
Conditions 
!This script guides the user to pmap boundary conditions from the 
!outer model (old model) to the inner model (new model) 
!start with the inner model////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
cset newset fluid 
vset newset surf !rather, create shells on the fluid to make the boundaries 
live surf create 
!need to make the .cel and the .vrt files 
cset newset shell !type 14 is the shell that we want 
vset newset cset 
cplo 
!use tools->cell tool->cell write and select cset, apply and close 
!use tools->vertex tool->vertex write and select vset, apply and close 
close all 
quit, no save !the inner model 
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Appendix A2. Script to Extract Post-Processed Data from the Complete Model for the 
Boundary Conditions of the Reduced Model 
! go to the outer model and copy and paste the following script://////////////// 
!load the post file 
load 
!hit enter again to load star.pst 
!this makes the uvwp file//////////////////////// 
p sys 1 
oper getc su 1 
oper getc sv 2 
oper getc sw 3 
oper getc p 4 abso 
`get mxv,mxve 
*get mxc,mxce 
*set mxvt,mxv 
`set mxcl,mxc 
!remember to change the directory names to recognize the inner model! ! ! ! 
vread ../inner test/star.vrt mxvt,,,code 
cread ../inner test/star.cel mxvt,,,add,code„ 10 
!offset cell type by 10 (change l0 to higher value) 
!check to see if this is supposed to be mxcl 
!determine which cell type it drops into 
cset news fluid 
!check the cell type of this 
pmap 14 cset 
cset news type 14 
savu bound.uvwp.coded both coded cset 
close all 
resume star.mdl 
load 
!makes the tetd file 
psys 1 
oper getc to 1 
oper getc ed 2 
oper getc t 3 
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Appendix A2. (continued) 
oper getc dens 4 
~ get mxv,mxve 
*get mxc,mxce 
*set mxvt,mxv 
*set mxcl,mxc 
!change the following to reflect the names of the directories (inner model) 
vread ../reduced modelstar.vrt mxvt,,,code 
cread ../reduced model/star.cel mxvt,,,add,code„10 
cset news fluid 
pmap 14 cset 
cset news type 14 
savu bound.tetd.coded both coded cset 
close all 
! do not save the changes to the outer model 
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Appendix A3. Source Code to Convert Extracted Data from Complete Model to Read 
into the Reduced Model 
#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <math.h> 
using namespace std; 
void main (void) 
{ 
ifstream inputFile; 
inputFile. open(" star. cel"); 
ifstream inputFile 1; 
inputFile l.open("bound.uvwp. coded"); 
if ( inputFilel.fail() ) 
{ 
cerr « "ERROR :File not found! " « endl; 
exit(0 ); 
} 
ifstream inputFile2; 
inputFile2.open("bound.tetd.coded"); 
ofstream outputFile; 
outputFile.open("star.bnd" 
ofstream outputFile 1; 
outputFile l.open("boundaryData.script"); 
// int mxv; 
double cellInput[ 11 ], cellInput2[ 5 ]; 
double cellInputl [ 5 ]; 
int n; 
n=0; 
while (!inputFile.eof()) 
{ 
n=n+l ; 
inputFile » cellInput[ 0 ] 
» cellInput[ 1 
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Appendix A3. (continued) 
» cellInput[ 2 
» cellInput[ 3 
» cellInput[ 4 
» cellInput[ 5 ] 
» cellInput[ 6 ] 
» cellInput[ 7 ] 
» cellInput[ 8 
» cellInput[ 9 
» cellInput[ 10 ]; 
outputFile « setw(8) « n « " "; 
outputFile « setw(9) «fixed « setprecision(0) « cellInput[ 1 ]; 
outputFile « setw(9) «fixed « setprecision(0) « cellInput[ 2 ]; 
outputFile « setw(9) «fixed « setprecision(0) « cellInput[ 3 ]; 
outputFile « setw(9) «fixed « setprecision(0) « cellInput[ 4 ]; 
outputFile « setw(7) « 100 + n; 
outputFile « setw(7) « 0 « " "• 
outputFile « "INLE" « endl; 
inputFilel » cellInputl[ 0 ] 
» cellInputl [ 1 
» cellInputl [ 2 
» cellInputl [ 3 
» cellInputl [ 4 ]; 
inputFile2 » cellInput2[ 0 
» cellInput2[ 1 ] 
» cellInput2[ 2 
» cellInput2[ 3 
» cellInput2[ 4 ]; 
outputFile 1 « "rdef," « 100 + n « ",inlet,standard" «endl; 
outputFile 1 «cellInput 1 [ 1 ] « ►►~►► 
«~ cellInputl [ 2 ] « "," 
«cellInputl [ 3 ] « "," 
1 « ►► r► 
Q « r► ~ ►r 
«cellInput2 [ 3 ] « "," 
«cellInput2 [ 4 ] «endl; 
outputFile 1 « "rturb," « 100 + n « ",keps," «cellInput2 [ 1 ] « "," «cellInput2 [ 2 
«endl; 
outputFile 1 « "rinlet," « 100 + n « ",mass,n"« endl; 
} 
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Appendix A3. (continued) 
inputFile.closen; 
inputFilel .close(); 
inputFile2.closeQ; 
outputFile.close(); 
outputFilel.closeQ; 
} 
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Appendix A4. Reading Boundary Conditions into the Reduced Model 
!find the boundary.cpp source code, copy it to the inner model 
!copy the bound.uvwp.coded and the bound tetd.coded output files from the outer model into 
the inner model directory and run the cpp file 
!delete the last line of the .bnd output file (related the .eon 
! go to the inner model/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
memo maxreg 10000 
bread,star.bnd„all„modify,coded„ 
temp, on 
! be sure temperature solver is on t t ► t t 
! run boundaryData.script -redefine created boundaries NOTE: do not copy the last line! 
bset all 
!check the boundaries of the new model and determine if they are correct, 
!especially the k, epsilon, density, and temperatures 
quit, save 
!run the rest of the analysis 
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Appendix A5. Script File to Read in Boundary Conditions to the Reduced Model 
#! /bin/tcsh -f 
source /usr/local/starcd/etc/setstar 
proam « EOF 
x 
star 
y 
y 
memo maxreg 10000 
bread,star.bnd„all„modify,coded„ 
temp, on 
!be sure temperature solver is one ~ ~ ~ ~ 
rdef, l O l ,inlet,standard 
0.351945,-0.106855,1.20012,1,0,336.663,1.04813 
rturb, l Ol ,keps,0.333145, l .33214 
rinlet,l Ol,mass,n 
rdef,102,inlet,standard 
0.193242,-0.0658384,1.56511,1,0,337.736,1.0448 
rturb,102,keps,0.353 88,1.35724 
rinlet,102,mass,n 
rdef,103,inlet,standard 
0.53 8637,-0.921777,1.50212,1,0,341.691,1.03282 
rturb,103,keps,0.449776,2.20911 
rinlet,l 03,mass,n 
. . . (and so forth for each boundary) . . . 
rinlet,23 948,mass,n 
rdef,23 949,inlet,standard 
-1.04963,-0.627317,19.2869,1,0,349.872,1.00838 
rturb,23 949,keps,79.641,263 99.9 
rinlet,23949,mass,n 
bset all 
!check the boundaries of the new model and determine if they are all right, 
!especially the k, epsilon, density, and temperatures 
quit, save 
EOF 
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Appendix A6. Script File to Select the Cells Analyzed and Save to the Respective 
.Output Files for Translation 
#! /bin/tcsh -f 
source /usr/local/starcdletc/setstar 
proam « EOF 
x 
star 
y 
y 
cset news grange 3400 4440 -1037 571 1492 2522 
vset news cset 
! load the post file 
load star.pst 
gets all 
oper gety p,5,relative 
oper gets te,4 
oper gets t,6,relative 
savu, star.usr,all,coded,vset 
cwrite star.cel,0,cset,coded 
vwrite star.vrt,0,vset,coded 
close all 
quit, nosave 
EOF 
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Appendix A7. Script File to Place Baffle and Update Necessary Files to Run CFD Case 
#! /bin/tcsh -f 
source /usr/local/starcd/etc/setstar 
pro am « E OF 
x 
star 
Y 
Y 
cset news baff 
cdel cset 
c s et al l 
. vread, InteractiveBaffle.vrt, 8000000,,,code 
cread, InteractiveBaffle.cel, 8000000,,,add,code„ 
vset all 
emerge,,,,,,,,,,,, 
vset none 
bset all 
cset all 
bset all 
cset all 
save,star.mdl 
geom,star. geom,0.001,bina,chec 
save,star.mdl 
prob,star.prob,binary 
cwrite,star.cel,0,a11„all,code 
vwri t e, s t ar . vrt, 0, al l„cod e 
quit,nosave 
EOF 
star -distribute -mpi=mpich link,2 #> /dev/null 
! /bin/tcsh -f 
source /usr/local/starcdletc/setstar 
proam « EOF 
X 
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Appendix A7. (continued) 
star 
y 
y 
load,star.pst 
memo maxsc2 200000000 
oper,getv,su, l 
oper,getv,sv,2 
oper,getv,sw,3 
oper,getv,p,4,relative, l 
oper,getv,t,5,relative, l 
oper,getv,te,6 
s avu, star. usr, al 1, coded, all 
close star.usr 
cdsa,star.vrt,-1,x85T2_c6_nw.inp,-1 
close all 
quit,nosave 
EOF 
